Advanced Transportation
Optimization and Management
(ATOM)
Optimize transportation operations, reduce costs and improve carrier
control as an ongoing process.

enVista’s holistic approach to customers’ transportation success delivers increased
savings, operational flexibility, resilience, transparency and optimized results.

Transportation costs continue to rise in today’s turbulent supply chain environment due to economic rebound
and overall higher demand amid evolving consumer buying habits. With less-than-truckload (LTL) and parcel
freight becoming more costly than ever, businesses need to protect themselves in a volatile marketplace by
reducing transportation risk and waste.
As the supply chain landscape evolves around us, small to mid-sized shippers often benefit from a
transportation outsourcing model that leverages a single transportation partner as an extension of their team.
As a truly integrated transportation partner focused on its customers’ success, enVista brings exceptional
expertise, along with best-in-class technology and a vested partnership approach to augment the shipper’s
expertise and capabilities and drive continuous improvement. This holistic approach results in increased
savings, operational flexibility, resilience, transparency and optimized results.
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ATOM

Advanced Transportation Optimization & Management

Drive Efficiency, Enhance Operational Flexibility
and Improve Your Bottom Line
enVista’s Advanced Transportation Optimization
and Management (ATOM) managed transportation
offering blends all of the solutions shippers
need to operate a world-class, optimized global
transportation operation for competitive advantage.
The solution leverages exceptional transportation
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expertise and software to provide shippers critical
cost savings, the optimal carrier mix, improved
carrier compliance and customer service levels, and
provides robust, real-time transportation analytics
and intelligence to improve business insights and
decision-making.
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Additional benefits of enVista’s ATOM solution
include:
•

Streamline freight payables processing to hold
your cash longer

•

Augment internal expertise and capabilities

•

Benefit from continuous process improvement
and remain proactive in today’s evolving
economic environment and transportation market

•

Improve carrier compliance and control and
efficiencies

•

Leverage advanced analytics for improved
decision-making

•

Improve customer service and the ability to
compete and deliver in the market

•

Proprietary, all-modes transportation rating
engine to ensure optimal rates and fulfillment
timeframes

•

enVista’s Shipment Experience Management
track and trace and label application helps
automatically communicate delivery updates as
soon as the order is processed

•

enVista’s global Freight Audit and Payment
solution includes custom dashboards, client
specific KPIs and reporting to drive real time
decision-making

•

enVista’s subscription model enables shippers
to obtain an end-to-end transportation solution
(expertise, technology and infrastructure) without
a significant capital outlay to preserve cash
and accelerate transportation as a competitive
differentiator

A Strategic, End-to-End Managed Services Partner
With more than 20 years of end-to-end transportation optimization and spend management expertise, enVista
processes more than $7B of freight invoices across thousands of carriers already set up in its network. Our
broad range of expertise and experience across technologies, processes and strategies enables a holistic view
of overall supply chain operations. By providing a unique 360-degree perspective and personal experience
as operators first, we ensure the alignment of your purchasing and sourcing strategy with inventory and
your supply chain network, better utilization of your inventory and supply chain and improved benefits in
negotiations with vendors. enVista’s consultants, carrier contract negotiators and freight invoice audit and
payment experts act as an extension of your business by taking a pragmatic approach in identifying and
implementing a customized solution that best addresses your needs.

Consulting and solutions delivery is in our DNA.
Let’s have a conversation.™
info@envistacorp.com | 877-684-7700 | envistacorp.com
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